
 

AWAKENING THE GODDESS 

- Lalita - 

Hindu Goddess of Spiritual Eroticism 
 
 

 

 

Mantra: I am the embodiment of that which I desire. 

Bija Sound: Hrim (Hreem). Meaning the power of manifestation.  

Themes: Senses, Sensuality, Sexual Sovereignty, Highest Desires, Divine Play, 
Sacred Marriage. 

 
 
 

 



 

Meet The Goddess 
 

Lalita, which means ‘she who plays’ teaches us divine play in the space where              
erotic pleasure meets spiritual awakening. She is fully embodied, awake in her senses,             

moving through life with Queenly confidence, alluring beauty, and grace. She stands for our highest               

desires aligned with our spiritual evolution. Lalita is another name and face of the Sexual Priestess                

archetype, creating a bridge between sexuality and spirit. 

 

Lalita represents true sexual sovereignty. Invoke her as an inner muse of delight and              

explore what turns you on as you give yourself permission to follow your YES. On this path, you are                   

cultivating the capacity to open up your sexual creative power and allow it to flow freely through your                  

Temple Body. Lalita invites you into your body and senses as you reclaim your sexuality.  
 
Lalita helps us to recognize the importance of filling our cup, her focus lies in               

the spiritual and sexual realms. When you turn your nurturing presence towards yourself and connect               

with the wellspring of your regenerative power, you fill your cup. She inspires you to value and invest in                   

yourself by carving out time and energy to engage in what fills you up and turns you on. Through Lalita,                    

you uncover what feels good in your Temple Body and open up to receive more pleasure and delight.                  

You connect with the abundant wellspring overflowing with divine love. You become full of yourself. As                

you become full of yourself, you magnetically attract all that you desire. It is Lalita's regenerative power                 

and magnetism that brings the intangible into form.  

 

Lalita is radiant and full of herself,  holding the magnetic force that attracts her 

highest desires effortless to her. 

 

Lalita holds the tools for navigating your desires with discernment. When           

working with desire, if you lack sharp discernment, you can get pulled by endless cravings and desires                 

that keep you stuck and stagnant. She uses her noose, goad, and bow and arrow to gently prod and                   

direct you towards your life’s purpose and relationship with divine creative spirit. As you deepen your                

relationship with the divine, you witness the divinity in everything. You see how all of life is connected,                  

and you are part of this intricate web. 
 
Sacred Marriage 
 

Lalita is a living embodiment of the Sacred Marriage, where pure consciousness and             

erotic bliss meet. She reminds us of our first relationship with the inner beloved, the divine. Within her                  

Temple Body, she holds a deep level of commitment and devotion to being a vessel for erotic spiritual                  

love.   

Lalita calls your attention inside to tend to your relationship with your inner 

beloved. 
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Sacred Marriage  

 
Within the sacred marriage, it is essential to empty and become an open channel. Through the                

practice of awakening Bamboo Spirit, you learn to strengthen your container for sexual creative energy               

to flow. Connecting with Lalita can support the awakening of your sexual energy on the deepest level,                 

which is also known as kundalini, a snake-like energy that rises from the root and the base of your body                    

to the crown of your head and up to the divine. The movement of this serpentine energy, whether                  

subtle or explosive, is part of creating a direct relationship between your sexuality and the divine. 

 

 

 

 

Through deepening the relationship with your sexuality and the divine, you           

create a solid foundation of knowing who you are intimately and sexually, independent of another               

human being. Lalita emphasizes the importance of cultivating this inner connection with your erotic              

nature before sharing it with others. In your devotion to knowing yourself, your frequency of wholeness                

and sovereignty is developed and attracts relationships with those who desire to play and evolve with                

you.  

 

To awaken the sacred marriage within, we must first be sexually sovereign. 
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Sexual Sovereignty 
 

 
Lalita teaches us how to     
move through the world    
as a sexually sovereign    
being. Lalita invites you to     

recognize the power you have to      

co-create the life you envision.     

The journey of the Sexual     

Priestess, as Lalita, requires giving     

yourself permission to experience    

the pleasure of being in your      

Temple Body and living on     

purpose. It takes a constant     

practice of saying YES and     

recommitting to your self, highest     

desires, and full body YES.  

 
You are the master of     
your pleasure and Temple    
Body. With Lalita, you have an      

opportunity to create a positive,     

loving relationship with your yoni,     

womb, and heart. She is always      

present in the act of making love,       

inviting you to honor your Temple      

Body, as a sacred portal to the       

divine. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pleasure is your inner compass. 
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Kinesthetic Bliss 
 
Lalita supports awakening Kinesthetic Bliss, which is part of reclaiming your sexuality and             

sovereignty. By connecting with your sensuality and sensory awareness, you become in tune with your               

kinesthetic bliss.  

 

Kinesthetic Bliss, as we explored in Innate Wisdom, requires meeting yourself           
in each moment, exploring thoughts, feelings, sensations and following an impulse from within.             

Your Kinesthetic Bliss is about turning your attention inside and giving yourself permission to allow your                

emotions and sexual creative energy to flow through you. Lalita inspires you to move through the world                 

in a way that feels delicious and turns you on. Through this exploration, you strengthen the trust in your                   

body. Your Temple Body knows exactly how it needs to move, heal, release, and play. As you follow                  

kinesthetic bliss within, you discover new ways to move which nurture and enliven all levels of your                 

being.  

 
When you are in your senses, you are present and able  

to see the divine play in all of life.  

 

Through cultivating a relationship with Lalita and following kinesthetic         
bliss, you create the possibility to heal any past wounds and traumas around your sexuality. As you                 

reclaim your sexual sovereignty and come into a place of pleasure, you are reminded of how beautiful it                  

can be in your body. On this journey of discovering your sexuality, it is essential to meet yourself where                   

you are and be gentle.  

 

Remember, Lalita is the highest potential of what we are aiming for as an 

embodied erotic spiritual woman. 
 

 
Sri Yantra  
 

The Sri Yantra represents the Sacred      
Marriage as well as Lalita in her form. This sacred          

symbol of interlocking triangles has many meanings and is         

central to the Sri Vidya system of Hindu Worship. The          

downward triangles represent Shakti and the upwards       

triangles, represent Shiva. The meeting of these upward        

and downward triangles represent the union of the divine         

feminine and divine masculine. The triangles are enclosed        
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by two rows of petals which also represents the lotus flower and sexual creative life force energy.  

 

Practices invoking Lalita 
 

- the Desire Map -  

 

 

Tune in to your inner compass of desire 
Lalita sparks the desire in the Desire Map, and with the information you receive from your body, she is                   

the one to usher you back on to the path of recommitment.  

  
In a space, connected with and feeling good in your body. Ask yourself, and receive, what is the                  

sensation of a YES and NO in your body? Perhaps you experience a feeling of expansion, contraction,                 

heaviness or lightness and inspiration. Notice when something is aligned with your highest desire and               

when it is not. Tune into how this feels in your body.  

 

Reflect throughout your day and notice what gives you energy and what takes it away. Become aware of                  

when you feel tingling sensations in your yoni, your yoni is like an antenna giving you information about                  
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how you are aligned with the divine and your frequency of YES. Strengthen your inner compass of                 

discernment, mindset, actions and recommitment aligned with your highest Desires. 

 

Practices invoking Lalita 
 

Connect with your pleasure and inner beloved 
 

It’s time to connect with your      
yoni, senses, and self-pleasure    
deeply.  
 

In the spirit of Lalita, create a Date        
for Yourself! Write it in your calendar and        

connect to what turns you on as you anticipate         

and plan the date. Feel your desire build for         

yourself and your Temple Body. You will need a         

mirror, luscious coconut oil and anything else       

that pleases your senses.  

 

Create a sacred space where you      
feel comfortable, liberated, and    
sensual. Let your senses be your guide. Lalita        

carries five arrows made of flowers symbolizing       

our five inner senses. Ask yourself, what       

sounds, smells, sights, tastes, and touches turn       

you on? What makes you feel most naturally        

erotic? 

 

Pleasure yourself in front of a      
mirror connecting with your Lotus Flower      

Yoni Portal. Gaze into your eyes, connecting       

with Lalita within your Temple Body.  

 

As you make contact with your yoni, in whatever way feels good, visualize your creative               

juices flow up from your yoni through your body and into your thousand petal lotus in your crown. Use                   

your breath and body to move sexual energy through your spine, invite undulations and other               

movements that invoke pleasure. Be your own lover with each breath, honor and love your body like                 

you desire to be honored and loved by another. Option to use a Yoni Egg.  

 

Fuel yourself with the gift of saying YES to your pleasure.  
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To anchor in this moment, write a sacred sexy love letter to yourself as your inner 

beloved and lover within. 
 

Lalita  

Mudra: Yoni Mudra & Sovereign Crown 
 

 

 

 

Yoni Mudra: Interlace Fingers, Place your first fingers and thumbs together 
to create the yoni shape, hold this Mudra in from of your womb and yoni.  

 

Sovereign Crown Mudra: connect the tips of your fingers and thumbs of 
both hands together to create a crown and place the heels of your hands, 

thumbs and pinky fingers on top of your head.  

 

Mantra:  “I lead from a place of empowered pleasure.” 
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Repeat this Mantra with both the Yoni Mudra and the Sovereign Crown 

Mudra.  

 

Yoni Mudra, art by Autumn Skye. 

 

 
Bonus: Yoni Egg Practice to Connect with Lalita 

 

 

In the spirit of Lalita, infuse your yoni egg with your highest desire. Connect              

with your arousal and pleasure, follow along with the recorded meditation for Lalita with the Yoni Egg.  
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With the Yoni Egg inside (or connected to your body or on your altar), visualize yourself as Lalita and                   

create new gateways to the divine through your eroticism. The egg I recommend for connecting with                

Lalita is the amethyst yoni egg, which supports connection with spiritual realms.  

 

 
Reflection Questions  

 

1. What is your relationship with Lalita and your erotic nature? Reflect and journal on an experience in 

your life where you have felt the union of your sexuality and spirituality in one breath.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Where in your life do you want to experience more joy, more love, more pleasure, more vitality,  

and what would you do with all of this creative juice flowing through you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What are three things you want to bring into form or manifest in your life? List them here. It is time to 

align with your highest desires!  
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Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group! 
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